
EMS RESPONSE

NEW SOLUTIONS  
FOR  EMS RESPONSE

FastLane Emergency Vehicles is the premier manufacturer of custom and 

specialty first responder vehicles. FastLane is dedicated to quality and is poised

in the market as a national leader in providing custom solutions at a production

price point. FastLane endeavors to understand your complete needs and

build custom solutions. Don’t pick from a catalog; pick Fastlane for 

your next Incident Command vehicle.

WE BUILD VEHICLES THAT MEET
YOUR DEPARTMENT’S REQUIREMENTS

Authorized Dealer: 

        1.800.392.7233  |  sales@penncare.net



Custom contoured floor consoles and 
OEM style overhead consoles feature 
FastLane exclusive PolyBuild™ coating, 
device specific custom cut aluminum 
powder coated faceplates, OEM style 
fuse block (located on driver side), over-
sized marine style cup holders, 12V HD 
power points with dust covers, Gamber 
Johnson computer docking arm and 
open storage pocket.

STANDARD ON 
EVERY VEHICLE
FastPLEX is fully programmable and multiplexed with ad-

vanced features such as full color touch screen control in-

terface, integrated incident timers with audible alerts and 

complete monitoring capabilities for system wide control. 

FastPLEX monitors ALL FastLane added components 

meaning that you will no longer have to ensure that the 

truck is plugged in or remove the radios from the portable 

chargers before parking it. FastPLEX will monitor all loads 

and shutdown any item before the vehicle’s battery sys-

tem reaches critically low levels. Thus extending charg-

ing systems and battery life ensuring the vehicle is always 

“ready for service”.

TempLox is a fully automated, solid-state 
climate controlled compartment specifical-
ly engeineered for storage of medications 
and/or sensitive equipment.  TempLox is 
truly set and forget.  The system will au-
tomatically heat or cool the compartment 
based on the target temperature.  Tem-
pLox will maintain the internal temperature 
even when the vehicle is off.

Featuring the same PolyBuild™ coating 
as the front console, this cabinet was pur-
posed built for the customer. Additional 
features include a temperature controlled 
medications storage compartment, inte-
grated-recessed LED lighting, HD gear 
trays (on 300# slides), a sundry drawer (on 
150# slides) and a fully adjustable
shelf (on 1/2” UniStrut).

FEATURE DETAILS
Chassis SUV or Pick-up Platforms

Lighting All Major Brands Offered

Electrical Controls FastPLEX Multiplexed, Standard

Console & Cabinet Fully Custom with 3D Rendering

Graphics Standard, Reflective, Gold, etc.

Interior Lighting Integrated LED cabinet lighting

Medications Storage TempLox Climate Controlled

Custom Floor
& Overhead
Consoles

TempLox
Climate Control
Storage
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